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Background to the records (IGS) 
 
In discussing the publication of the documents relating to the Commissioners of Sewers in 
east Lincolnshire, the late Arthur Owen used to tell the story of the ‘great pile of stuff’ that 
accumulated in his father’s office. His parent was a solicitor in Alford and eventually it 
transpired that some at least some of the pile of stuff was the dikereeves' accounts for part 
of the wapentake of Candleshoe. These were never published in the LRS series and this 
account is the first in which they become available for public view.i  The originals are now 
in Lincolnshire Archives (LA).  
 
In connection with work on the landscape history of the margins of the East Fen which 
forms the bulk of this website, it was thought useful to transcribe the records for some of 
the parishes, notably for the two Wainfleets and  Friskney as well as for adjoining parishes.  
The records date from the second half of the seventeenth century and so do not interface 
exactly with other detailed material from those areas, such as the Barkham field book of 
the earlier seventeenth century, though some points in common can be seen.  What is 
undertaken here is a simple transcription of the main records of interest, followed by 
inferences about land management and landscape. When more detailed work on the 
Barkham acquisitions becomes available, it may be possible to construct a more 
integrated account for Wainfleet St Mary, for example.  Other investigators may wish to try 
to elaborate accounts for other parishes in the region: Wrangle would be a good place to 
start (it was part of the Spalding Sewers division) since there are some detailed field 
records from the time of Charles II.   
 
The work started with the typewritten and handwritten catalogues of the Spilsby (7 pages) 
and Alford Courts of Sewers (38 pages) kept in the LA (and not accessible online at time 
of writing), from which a selection of documents relating to the Wainfleets, Friskney or 
Wainfleet Haven was chosen for copying.  Digital copies of a number of dikereeves' 
accounts were obtained and have been transcribed by Dr Meryl Foster whose version is 
set out in Dikereeves' accounts - transcripts.pdf. She has provided notes arising from the 
transcriptions (labelled MRF) and IGS has then added an interpretive section seeing what 
light might be cast on the local topography in the later seventeenth century and on water 
management practices of that time.  At the moment, no attempt has been made to put 
these thoughts into any wider context. 
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Introduction to the transcripts (MRF) 
 
These surviving dikereeves' accounts held by LA are patchy and often in poor 
condition. They are working documents, designed to inform those dealing with the 
works for which the local communities were responsible and answerable to the Court 
of Sewers. The townships or parishes of Wainfleet All Saints (WAS) and Wainfleet St 
Mary (WSM) appear in the records of both Spilsby and Alford Courts of Sewers, 
whereas Friskney (FRS) seems to feature only under the latter. Wrangle, however, 
apparently came under Spalding Sewers.  The information in these accounts 
illustrates the working of the procedures under the commissions of sewers outlined 
by Kirkus in her introduction. Her description is, of course, 'top-down', whereas the 
surviving accounts of the dikereeves show the picture literally from the ground up.  It  
is clear that the Court which sat under these Commissions did not always meet in one 
place. There are references in the following accounts to sittings at Burgh le Marsh (8), 
Spilsby (4), Wainfleet, unspecified (2) and Alford (1). The Commissioners' visits to 
Wainfleet are mentioned in these accounts only as occasions for expenditure by the 
dikereeves:  

 
'… paid by George Elwood for the Commissioners' charges & other lords that were at 
Wainfleet that day the sessions were there … ' (WAS 4, 1653-54).ii 

'... paid to Christopher Groane concerning a petition when the Commissioners 
were at Wainfleet …' (WSM 10, 1663-64). 

 
They also offer a considerable amount of detail about particular works undertaken in 
the areas for which dikereeves were responsible at any time.  For example, the 
accounts for Friskney in the 17th century are tantalising: numerous features are 
named, including what must have been the installation of a substantial 'engine' or 
windmill to assist drainage in the 1690s. 
 
The work of the commission 
 
The accounts say nothing of the appointment of commissioners, which was a matter for 
central government, nor do they name the persons sitting on the commissions, although 
they would have been men of substance, usually well known within the region.iii 
 
The Commissioners' first duty, surveying or viewingiv  to establish the state of the 
drainage within a particular area, does not feature much, if at all in these accounts. The 
Commissioners might also appoint a surveyor, described by Kirkus as 'a somewhat 
colourless official',v who worked at a more detailed local level: see 'The work of the 
dikereeves'. The Clerk of the Sewers features more prominently in the accounts, as the 
dikereeves would deal with him direct (see below). 'Mr Massingberd' is named several 
times in the 1650s, apparently John Massingberd, a member of a prominent local family 
(WAS 3, 1650-51; WAS 5, 1655-56; WAS 6, 1657-58;  WAS 8, 1656-57; WAS 9, 1658-59; 
WAS 10, 1659-60;  WAS 11, 1660-61  (John); WSM 6, 1652-53  (John); WSM 8, 1654-55; 
WSM 9, 1657-58). 
 
At sittings of the Court of Sewers, local jurors were to appear before the justices with their 
verdicts, presentments on oath setting out what they believed to be true about the state of 
repair of drainage works in their township. Kirkus suggests that there might be two sets of 
presentments in any given year, one made by the dikereeves, the other by 'anyone other 
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than them ('preter illos'), which might be supposed to offer opportunities for greater 
accuracy, or at least a forum for non-violent expression of differing views, but Kirkus 
remarks on their tendency to reach similar conclusions.vi Only one verdict is known to 
survive for Wainfleet, dated 1657: the signatories are not recognisable as dikereeves from 
that time and seem to be of slightly higher social status.vii 
 
Jurors put in only three appearances in these accounts: 
 

'... spent with Mr Seals & his fellow jurors at Johnsons of Bishopbridge & at John 
Meers house at 2 several meetings about freeing the town from being amerced for 
dikeing of Lushdike …'; 

'… more spent with Mr Searls and his fellow jurors at another meeting at John 
Meers house about freeing the town from being amerced for not dikeing of 
Lushedike …' (WAS 5, 1655-56). 

'... [pa]id to Thomas Rack for serving the jury ...'  (Bratoft, 1685). 
'... to the jurymen … ' (Firsby 18, 1684-85). 
 

The Commissioners' next duty was to tax, that is to lay a levy on the lands or landholders 
reponsible for work in particular areas. Kirkus outlines the complex web of custom and 
practice underlying this process,viii but little of this can be seen in these dikereeves' 
accounts, discussedmore fully below. It is rarely, if ever, clear what assessment the 
dikereeves of the Wainfleets and Friskney were using to raise the money. 
 
Lastly, the Commissioners issued 'laws', i.e. decrees.ix A few laws survive for Wainfleet 
Haven in the late sixteenth and seventeenth century.x Arthur Owen also listed some laws 
for Wainfleet, Burgh and Croft, 18 Eliz (1575-76), 36 Eliz 91, 41 Eliz (1598-99) and 13 Jas 
I (1615-16), but LA was unable to trace them when asked for copies in July 2014. 
 
The work of the dikereeves  
 
The number of dikereeves working in any parish or township at any one time varied 
between one and two. Owen emphasises that the dikereeve was a village officer, not 
manorial: this would certainly seem to be the case in the Wainfleets and Friskney, all of 
which were villages shared among multiple manorial interests.xi They appear to have been 
appointed most commonly for a single year, but sometimes for two years. Several 
individuals held office more than once. The accounting year seems to have been the 
standard year starting on Lady Day, 25 March. 
 
The surviving parish records for Wainfleet All Saints and Wainfleet St Mary held at LA 
contain no records devoted specifically to drainage. Those for Friskney include drainage 
accounts dating from 1656-1710, which might reveal something more about the work of 
the dikereeves.xii 

 
Little is known of the dikereeves' appointment. It is probable that they were elected at 
parish level, but had to be approved and the actual appointment made by the 
Commissioners.xiii The dikereeves for Friskney Marshes in 1653 were 
 

'… appointed …by the Commissioners of Sewers at a session holden at 
Wainfleet …' (WAS 4, 1653-54); 
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while one dikereeve at WAS recorded expenditure  
 

'... for my own charges at Burgh when I was entered digreeve ...' (WAS 1, 1648-
49). 

 
They were also required to swear an oath, not mentioned by Kirkus, but probably to serve 
diligently and account accurately: 

 
'… spent at Alford when we went to take our oath & to fetch the law …' (WAS 9, 

1658-59). 
'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for the law & for my oath ... 

(WAS 10, 1659-60). 
'... expend[ed] at Boston when I was sworn diker …' (Friskney 9, 1691-92). 

 
A fee was payable to the Clerk of the Sewers for the granting of the 'law', which the 
dikereeve was to collect in person. Kirkus describes the 'law' as general or particular 
directions for the work required, but makes no mention of warrants to the dikereeves. It is 
clear, however, from documents edited by Arthur Owen that warrants were issued, 
empowering (indeed, requiring) the dikereeves to undertake work and to raise the money 
by appropriate local levy.xiv The bulk of the 'laws' referred to in the dikereeves' accounts for 
Wainfleet and Friskney would have been of the specific, local variety:  
 

'... paid to the Clerk of the Sewers for our law  ... ', 11s 8d (WAS 1, 1648-49). 
'... paid to Mr Righton for our law …', 13s 8d  (WAS 2, 1649-50). 
'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clark of the Sewers for a law …', 11s 8d (WAS 3, 

1650-51). 
'... Item paid to Mr Righton for delivering the law and the petition to us …', £1;xv 

'... Item paid to Mr Massingbeard for drawing up the law & the warrant …', £2  
(WAS 4, 1653). 

'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for a law  ...', 11s 8d (WAS 5, 
1655-56). 

'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for a law …', 12s 4d;  
'... spent with the Clerk of the Sewers when we fetched the law, 2s 4d (WAS 6, 

1656-57). 
'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for a law …', 11s 8d (WAS 9, 

1658-59). 
'... paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for the law & for my oath ...', 12s 

8d (WAS 10, 1659-60). 
'... laid out for the law to Mr John Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers …', 12s;  
'… when I went for the law …', 1s 6d (WAS 11, 1660-61). 
'...  for the warrant …', 11s 8d (WSM 4, 1651-52).  
'… for a law …', 11s 8d (WSM 5, 1650-51). 
'… paid to Mr John Massingberd Clerke of Sewers …', 11s 8d (WSM 6, 1652-53). 
'… paid for the law …', 11s 8d (WSM 7, 1653-54). 
'… paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of Sewers for the law …', 11s 8d;  
'… more paid to Mr Massingberd for hisxvi commission renewing …', 2s 6d  

(WSM 8, 1654-55). 
'… paid to Mr Massingberd Clerk of the Sewers for the law …',  12s 4d; 
'… spent in charges of my self & my mare when [I] fetched the law …', 1s 6d 

(WSM 9, 1657-58). 
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'... Laid out for my law & charges at the sessions when I passed my accounts 
before the Commision of sewers …', 13s 6d (WSM 10, 1663-64). 

'… for the law …', 11s 6d (Friskney 1, ? 1611-12). 
'… to Mr Thew for a warrant …', 11s 8d (Friskney 3, 1618-19). 
'...  paid for our law …', 11s 8d (Friskney 4, 1651). 
'...  for a law …', 12s (Friskney 5, 1665). 
'… for our law …', 12s  (Friskney 6, 1657-58). 
'… for our law …', 12s (Friskney 7, 1667-68). 
'… for a law and our oaths …', 13s; 
'… expended when we went to Alford for our law …', 4s  (Friskney 8, ?first half of 
1660s). 
'… to Robert Dandy for going to Lusby for the Law of Sewers …', 3s; 
'… expend[ed] when I went to Boston with the law to my Attorney …', 3s; 
'… expended when I went to Brigg to look for the General Law …', 9s (Friskney 

10, 1690). 
'… for the laws & orders ...', £1 1s 0d (Bratoft 7, 1685). 
'...  for fetching my law and gathering up [as]sessment ...', £1; 
'...  paid for the law ...', 16s (Firsby 18, 1685). 

 
In most years, the fee seems to have been 11s 8d or a small amount more, although 
both WAS and WSM were charged 12s 4d in 1657-58. The 16s payment from Firsby 
in 1685 is unusually high.  
 
The 'law' in question is not to be confused with the 'landlawe(r)'; although occasionally the 
latter was called simply a 'law' (e.g. WSM 3, ?early 1620s), it was more often called by the 
more prosaically descriptive term of '(as)sessment'. The landlawer was the money levied, 
usually set at a certain number of pence per acre, from landowners (individuals and 
institutions) in a parish or other area responsible for certain stretches of drain or bank. The 
name was in use at least by the later 15th century.xvii Such levies were in most cases 
based on local records called joyce books, acre books and town books.xviii These books 
survive in quantity for Lincolnshire from the 16th to the 18th centuries, although none has 
yet been identified for the Wainfleets or Friskney. A surviving text in a volume relating to 
the estates of the Barkham family, later the property of Bethlem Hospital, appears to be a 
copy of a town book for Wainfleet St Mary, 1610.xix 
 

The body of each account shows first the charge, the sum which the dikereeves had been 
ordered or authorised to collect against a landlawer or assessment (at a rate which they 
might have themselves suggested or 'craved'), plus any sums handed over from their 
predecessors in office. The assessment, usually from a specified number of acres within 
the parish, might be for work on a particular area or feature, or for a specific project, such 
as repair to Saleholme Bridge. In accounts covering the whole parish, or perhaps the 
whole area customarily taxed,  the number of acres is reckoned on the 'long hundred', 
whereby each complete 100 acres counts as 6 score or 120 acres.xx Accounts for more 
specific or more recent areas of liability use the standard 5 score to the hundred. 
 
The documentary basis of the assessment is rarely clear. In these parishes it seems 
likely to have been an acre book, possibly of some antiquity. In Wainfleet All Saints, 
when a levy was for general  or routine work about the drains, a total of 875 acres 
(1035a by modern reckoning) were to be taxed, although some lands, including 
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between 23 and 32 acres which bore a responsibility towards Salem Bridge, proved 
elusive. The accounts include:  
 

' ... an assessment or landlawer of 2d the acre of all the lands in Wainfleet …', 
said to be on 875 acres, but 

'... allowed ... for 32 acres in the said parish which by former custom payeth 
unto Salehomebridge ...', 5s 4d,  and  ...' 

' ... allowed more to the said dikereeves for lxxvac which could never be found 
by any officers ...' , 12s 6d (WAS 1, 1648-49). 

 
'... a landlawer of 3d the acre …', said to be on 875 acres, but 
' ... to be abated for lands which pay to Salehome bridge and cannot be found 

…', £1 4s 3d (WAS 2, 1649-50). 
 

' ... a landlawer of iijd the acre …', said to be on 875 acres, but 
' ... to be allowed for ground which pays to Salehome bridge 30ac …', 7s 6d 

(WAS 3, 1650-51). 
 
' ... a la[nd]lawer of ijd the acre …',  
said to be for 875 acres, but 
' …allowed for lost grounds & grounds that payes to Salehome Bridge being 75 

acres …', 12s 6d (WAS 5, 1655-56). 
 
' ... a landlawer of vjd the acre …',  
said to be for 875 acres, but  
'... to be abated for certaine grounds that payes to Salehome Bridge …', £1 17s 6d 

(WAS 6, 1657-58). 
 
' ... a landlawer of iiijd the acre … ', said to be for 875 acres, but 
' ... to be allowed for 75 acres for lost ground & ground that payeth to Salehome 

Bridge … '  £1 5s, (WAS 9, 1658-59). 
 
' … a landlawer of ijd the acre ...', said to be for 875 acres, but  
' ... allowed the said dikereeve for 23 acres of ground that payeth to Salehome 

Bridge ...' , 3s 10d (WAS 10, 1659-60). 
 
' ... a landlawer of 2d the acre …', said to be for 875 acres, but 
' … to be allowed for 24 acres which payeth to Salehome Bridge …', 4s (WAS 
11, 1660-61). 
 

On occasion, however, a separate levy was made for repairs to Saleholme Bridge, to 
which both Wainfleet All Saints and Wainfleet St Mary contributed, and Friskney as 
well:xxi  

 
' …a landlawer of 6d the acre for all the acres that hath customarily paid towards 

the repairs of the said bridge which are lying and being in the parishes of 
Wainfleet All Sts and Wainfleet St Mary's … [and] … the number of acres in 
Friskney likewise charged with a landlawer of 6d the acre ', said to be for 548 
and 371½ acres respectively (WAS 7, 1656-57).  
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'... a Landlawer of 5d the acre, vidzt for lands in Friskney charged to the said bridge 
…' 371ac et di' for lands in Wainfleet 548ac in all 919ac et di' …' (WAS 8, 1656-57). 

 
Wainfleet St Mary's dikereeves also seem to have been working on the basis of an acre 
book for a set number of acres within the parish. In most instances this appears to have 
been 760 acres (900a by modern reckoning):  
 

' ... a landlawer of 6d  the acre …', said to be for 760 acres (WSM 6, 1652-53). 
' … a landlawer of 4d the acre …'  (WSM 7, 1653-54). 
' ... a landlawer of iiijd the acre …', said to be for 760 acres (WSM 8, 1654-55). 
' ... a landlawer of iijd the acre …', said to be for 760 acres (WSM 9, 1657-58). 
' ... a landlawer of 3d the acre, for all the lands lying betwixt the haven & poler banke 

& betwixt the siddike steight and the fendike banke …', said to be 760 acres (WSM 
10, 1663-64). 

 
The boundaries of the liability noted by the dikereeves for 1663-64 appears at first sight 
similar to the 1610 'landlawer' set out at the back of the Barkham Book (see note 19 
above). That, however, covers something in the region of 1450 acres.  Aside from the fact 
that the Barkham document may be a 'town book' rather than an acre book, little can be 
deduced from this at present. 
 
The surviving accounts for Friskney are more varied in coverage. The earliest surviving 
account records a charge of £38 0s 7d, but with no indication of the acreage or rate 
(Friskney 1, ?1611-12). The total charge is comparable, however, with that for which 'the 
dikereeves of Friskney' accounted a few years later. In the years 1614-15 and 1615-16, 
accounting for 'all the landlawer money expended', they charged themselves  
 

'... with the receipt of xxxiijli xvijs viijd at a groat an acre ...'  for 1600 five score and 
thirteen acres,xxii (Friskney 2, for 1614-15),  

 
while at audit they craved the right to raise 

' ... a landlawer of ijd for every one within the town of Friskney from the seadicke 
steight unto the fen banke as it hath been accustomed …', to be paid over 
two years from the following June (Friskney 2, for 1615-16, but looking 
forward to 1616-18). 

 
Four Friskney accounts record charges to be raised from smaller areas: 
 

'... [the] dikereeves of Friskney ...' for '... 14c & xv acres at ijd an acre for ij years ...'xxiii 
(Friskney 3, 1618-20). 

 
'... the dikereeves of the parish ... for the northfield drain from the 23 acre goat 

to the goat set in Powler bank for nine pence the acre the sum of acres being 
two hundred …' (Friskney 4, 1651). 

 
'... [the] dikereeves for the sea bank in Friskney …' for '… an acreage of 1d the 

acre …', apparently for 684 acres (Friskney 5, 1665). 
 
'... [the] dikereeve for the north field of Friskney …' for '… a landlawer of 6d  the 

acre for 237 acres within the said levy …' (Friskney 6, 1667-68). 
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For a period in the mid-century, a total of 590 acres (not using the long hundred) was liable 
for landlawer relating to the new sea bank. The earliest such account is filed with those for 
Wainfleet All Saints, although endorsed at a somewhat later date 'Friskney Marsh'.xxiv In 
this the dikereeves  
 

'… for the sea banks of the new inclosed marsh from Sir Robert Barkham['s] side 
bank in Wainflet till we come at the old inclosed marshes near John Wilbie …' 
stood charged 

' … with five hundred four score & ten acres at two shillings the acre …' (WAS 
4, 1653). 

 
This seems to cover the same ground as two later accounts from Friskney:  

 
'… [the] dikereeves for the seabank of the new marshes of Friskney …' 

accounted for  
'… a landlawer of twelve pence the acre for 590 acres within the said levy …' (FRS 7, 

1667-68). 
 

'… the dikereeves for the seabank of Friskney … from Sir Robert Barkhams side 
banke to the old inclosed Marsh …' stood charged with '… js the acre for 590 acres 
…' (Friskney 8, ?first half of 1660s). 

 
But towards the end of the century, a larger area of assessment appears again:  
 

'… the dikers for the outfield, aydfield, infield and northfield of Friskney … ' 
stood  

'… charged with an assessment of 13 pence the acre … for 1500 acres at six 
score to the 100 …'xxv (Friskney 9, 1691-92). 

 
The two accounts seen so far for Bratoft and Firsby do not give details of any acreage or 
rate.  
 
The collection of the money is recorded only briefly, if at all. The 'laying' of the assessment 
might refer to compilation of a new acre book, but is more likely to mean the procedure 
whereby individuals were notified of their liability for the year.  
 

' ... expend[ed] when the assessment was laid …'; 
' ... paid to Robert Cobb for going with us to help us to gather assessment …' 

(Friskney 9, 1691-92). 
' … my own charges for overseeing the work [o]f gathering the [as]sessment ... ' 

(Bratoft 78, 1685). 
' ... for gathering by sessment & going to the haven 1 day …' ; 
' … for fetching my law and gathering up sessment …' (Firsby 18, 1685) 

 
A more plausible reference to the creation of a new acre book is the Firsby dikereeve's 
expenditure of 1s 'for the acertail drawing', which may be interpreted as the drawing up of 
an acre tale or tally (Firsby 18, 1685). 
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The charge is followed in the account by the disbursements, that is, what the dikereeves 
had actually spent in the accounting year(s). In most cases, the outgoings are listed in 
detail - only two are given in more summary form, with reference to associated bills of 
costs which are not known to survive (WAS 7, WAS 8). 
 
The bulk of the outlay recorded is on the work of maintenance and repair, including the 
purchase and transport of materials. There are with some references to related expenses, 
whether trivial or more serious: 
 

' ... spent in beer with the Masons …' (WAS 5, 1655-56). 
' … spent in bread & beer when these layings out w[ere] written …' (WAS 6, 

1656-57). 
' ... given to the hookers in bread & beer …' (WAS 11, 1660-61). 
' ... spent of the workmen in bread & beer ...' (Friskney 1, ?1611-12). 
 
' ... to be allowed for my horse shoeing …' (WSM 9, 1656-57). 
' … paid Robert Thompson for his house that was pulled downe to set up the 

engine in the place …' (Friskney 9, 1691-92). 
 
The dikereeves might travel, occasionally to obtain materials, more often on formal 
business: 
 

'... spent when I went to Brough at the second sitting of the sewers …'; 
'... spent at another Commission of the Sewers holden at Spilsby with Thomas 

Thornley Christopher Groane & other neighbours…'; 
' ... spent when I went to Spilsby by order  ... ' (WAS 6, 1656-57). 
' ... spent when we went to the sitting of the sewers  ...' (WAS 10, 1659-60). 
'... for my self & my horse in going to Boston to buy … deals …' (WAS 11, 1660-61). 
 

While the work was in progress, or after its completion, it needed to be inspected, the 
terms used - apparently interchangeable - being 'viewing' or 'surveying'. References to 
these activities in the accounts rarely, if ever, refer to the Commissioners' responsibility for 
surveying. A number of them may recorde work by that 'colourless official' the surveyor; 
others imply action on the part of the dikereeves themselves:xxvi 
 

' ... allowed to George Elwood for surveying the work ...' (WAS 4, 1653).  
' … for putting out the diking work & the work about the gotes & taking up the 

work & surveying …' (WAS 6, 1657-58). 
' … for the warrant for the surveyor …', and, apparently later in the year 
' … paid to the surveyor for viewing the works …' (WSM 4, ?1651-52). 
' … spent at John Meeres when we had viewed the hooking of the drains …';  
' … allowed the surveyor of the work …' (WSM 8, 1654-55). 
' … for surveying the work …' (two separate entries); ' … for surveying …' ;  
' … paid for surveying the banks two days …'; 
' … Surveyors: Thomas Holland, Edmund Wilby …' (Friskney 2, 1614-16). 
' … for surveying the work …' (Friskney 3, 1617-19). 
' … expended with Mr Ormsbie and other neighbours when he came to view the 

drain …'  (Friskney 4, 1651). 
' … one day more to the haven to view the work …' (Firsby 18, 1684-85). 
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Most of the accounts contain evidence that they had been checked and approved by men 
of the 'town', which was probably here the same as the parish. During this process, some 
small additional sums of expenditure might be 'allowed'. The signatories at this stage are 
usually known local figures - presumably some of the local jurors who figure so 
prominently in Kirkus's picture?xxvii 
 
At the end of this checking process, if the dikereeves had spent less than their charge, 
they were seen as being in debt to the township, and would be expected to hand the 
unspent money over to their successors for use the following year. If they had spent more 
than the charge, and that expenditure had been 'allowed', the township was seen as being 
in debt to them, this to be repaid from the following year's charge e.g. 
 

'… received from Thomas Thornley the last dikereeve …', £1 3s 3d (WAS 1, 1648-
49).  

 
' ... due to the said John Hayles which was expended by him the last year  ...' 

(WAS 3, 1650-51). 
 
 '... so the said dikereeves are indebted to the town ...', £2 4s 7d (WAS 9, 1658-59). 

 
'…paid to Hugh Lowson the old dikereive the town being in debt to him the last year 

as appeareth upon his account …', £15 0s 3d (WSM 6, 1652-53). 
 
'... allowed to Thomas Mell for certain works he being the old dikereeve ...' (Friskney 

1, ?1611-12). 
 
'… received of the old dikereeves the sum of £8 14s 7d' (Friskney 5, 1667-68). 
 

It is not clear what would happen about any expenses which were challenged or not 
'allowed'. Nothing is so described in any of the accounts transcribed here. 
 
At this point, the men of the town might crave the right to raise further landlawers. With the 
dikereeves seriously out of pocket (in 'surplus') in the early 1620s, those checking the 
accounts for Wainfleet St Mary added: 
 

'… For the which surplus and other necessary works … we the inhabitants do crave a 
lawe of ijd the acre for this year … and a jd the acre for the year following …' (WSM 
3, ?1622). 

 
as had those of Friskney a few years earlier: 
 

'… We crave a landlawer of ijd for every one within the town of Friskney … for two 
years …', (Friskney 2, 1615-16). 

 
The account was then taken to the Commissioners (sometimes referred to as the Justices) 
sitting in their court, for 'declaration', which was in effect an audit. The process involved a 
certain amount more in the way of expense, which is often noted on the surviving 
accounts, and which might either reduce the dikereeves' debt to the town or increase what 
was owed to them. During these years, some were taken to Burgh le Marsh, others to 
Spilsby: 
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' ... made and given up at Brugh  ...'  (WAS 1, 1648-49) 
' ... made and given up at Brough …'  (WAS 3, 1650-51) 
' …made & given up at Burghe …' (WAS 9, 1658-59) 
' ... made and given up at Burgh ...' (WAS 10, 1659-60) 
' ... made & given up at Burghe …' (WAS 11, 1660-61) 
' ... made and given up at Burghe …' (WSM 6, 1652-53) 
' …made and given up at Broughe …' (WSM 7, 1653-54) 
' …made and given up at Broughe …' (WSM 8, 1654-55) 
 
' ... made & given up at Spilsby …' (WAS 5, 1655-56) 
' ... made & given up at Spilsby …' (WAS 6, 1656-57) 
' ... made and given up at Spilsby …' (WSM 9, 1657-58) 
' …for William Maltby & my pains & expended when we came 2 days to Spilsby 

to attend Court ...' (Bratoft 7, 1685) 
 
In some cases the additional expenses are set out as part of the declaration process 
(noted in detail under the separate accounts, below), but sometimes they are included in 
the main body of expenditure: 
 

' ... laid out for my law & charges at the Sessions when I past my accompts 
before the Commission of sewers …', 13s 6d (WSM 10, 1663-64) 

'… for charges when we gave our accompts to the Justices …', 3s (Friskney 7, 
1667-68) 

 
Not all the accounts contain evidence of the declaration process, but that does not mean 
that they were not taken forward to this stage.  
 
Some of these accounts may be drafts or rough copies.Many of them bear signs of 
alteration or correction, which in some cases may have been part of the original 
compilation process. In other cases, corrections or additions were made at the stage of 
review at parish level. Other alterations or additions were made during the process of 
declaration. It is not always possible to establish at which stage or by whom corrections, 
alterations or additions were made. 
 
Kirkus describes the work of the Commissions of Sewers as a 'cycle, or rather … 
interlocking series of  cycles'.xxviii This is evident even from these incomplete series of 
accounts, which may in any one year record activities relating to previous 'laws' and 
assessments, current responsibilities, and future needs.  
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Summary of dikereeves' accounts for WAS, WSM and FRSxxix 

(MRF with some editing by IGS) 
 
 

Wainfleet All Saints: summary 
 
WAS 1: 1648-49 
Dikereeves: Richard Brewster and William Flowers. 
Previous dikereeve: Thomas Thornley. 
  
Area of action: 'all the lands in Wainfleet aforesaid'. 
Charge: £8 4s 2d (1970d): from a Landlawer of 2d per acre for 

'875', i.e. 1035 acres in WAS - the correct figure would 
have been £8 12s 6d (2070d). 

From last year: £1 3s 3d. 
Total expenditure: £6 7s 11d. Subtract that from £8 4s 2d + £1 3s 3d 
They owe: £2 19s 6d. 
 
This account has been checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, 
and apparently adjusted at declaration at Burgh. 
 
Some lands in WAS were liable for repair to Saleholme Bridge  but the modern 
reader can only share the dikereeves' despair as to the lands in question. They 
claimed allowance for 32 ac = 64d (5s 4d). They also claimed allowance for '75a 
which could never be found by any officers': the force of this is unclear. Does it mean 
that they knew the total liability was supposed to be '875' acres (e.g. in a pre-existing 
Town Book), but the individual liabilities did not add up to that (e.g. in an Acre Book)? 
This seems more likely than either 75 acres which no-one admitted to owning, or a 
re-measurement which had come up 75 acres short. 
 
 
WAS 2: 1649-50 
Dikereeves: John Hayles and Richard Brewster. 
  
Area of action: 'in the parish of Wainfleet All Saints'. 
Charge: £12 15s 9d (3069d): from a Landlawer of 3d per acre for 

'875' i.e. 1035 acres  - the correct figure would have been 
£12 18s 9d (3105d). 

From 1648: £1 6s 7d. 
Total expenditure: £14 2s 4d. Subtract that from £12 15s 9d + £1 6s 7d. 
They owe/are owed: Nothing: the account appears to balance, based on the 

inaccurate charge. 
 
The amount carried over from 1648-49 does not match the amount brought forward 
here. This indicates that the 'debent' in WAS 1 was revised downwards at the audit at 
the Court of Sewers, presumably because of the dikereeves' additional expenses in 
taking the account to the court/clerk. 
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This account has been checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, 
but (at least as far as can be determined from the photographs) does not record audit 
at declaration.  
 
Were the Stickney men required to do manual work? If so, why were they being 
paid?  
 
The allowance for Saleholme Bridge and 'acres which cannot be found' is £1 4s 3d . 
This amounts to 291d / 3d = 97 acres.  
 
 
WAS 3: 1650-51 
Dikereeves: Adlard Hobbart and John Hayles. 
Previous dikereeve: John Hayles. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £12 18s 9d (3105d): from a Landlawer of 3d per acre for 

'875' i.e. 1035 acres. 
Total expenditure: £9 18s 7d (although it adds up to only £8 18s 7d). 
They owe: £2 12s 2d. 
 
Expenses include £2 7s 8d owed to John Hayles from last year. Since the previous 
account balanced, this must represent Hayles' expenses in taking the account to be 
audited. 
 
This account has been checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, 
but (at least as far as can be determined from the photographs) does not record audit 
at declaration.  
 
The Saleholme Bridge allowance is 7s 6d (90d) for 30 acres this year. No other lost 
lands are mentioned. 
 
 
WAS 4: 1653[-54] 
Dikereeves: William Petch, Christopher Spooner & Thomas Heaton. 
  
Area of action: 'the sea banks of the new inclosed marsh from Sir Robert 

Barkham['s] side bank in Wainflet till we come at the old 
inclosed marshes near John Wilbie'. 

Charge: £69 0s 0d (16560d): from [a landlawer of] 2s per acre for 
'five hundred four score and ten acres ('590'), i.e. 690 
acres. 

Total expenditure: £53 12s 5d (in fact 3d) - raised at audit by 13s 2d to £54 
5s 7d. 

Said to owe: £15 5s 7d - in fact it should be £14 14s 5d. 
 
This account was approved by signature or mark at parish level and also checked at 
declaration. At the later stage, further expenses were allowed: 4s 4d for the 
declaration, 4s 4d for officers' fees and 4s 6d to the dikereeves.  
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From the description of the area covered, this should have been filed with the 
accounts for Friskney: this is confirmed by the later endorsement: 'Friskney Marsh'. 
 
 
WAS 5: 1655-56 
Dikereeves: Richard Thorpe and Robert Rashdall. 
Previous dikereeve: The same two may have held office the previous year. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £8 12s 6d (2070d): from a landlawer of 2d per acre for 

'875', i.e. 1035 acres. 
Total expenditure: £8 19s 10d. 
They are owed: 7s 4d. Notes on page 4 suggest upward revision of their 

expenditure at audit by £1 2s 9d to £19 2 7d, so that they 
come out being owed £1 1s 1d. 

 
Their expenses include £2 14s 5d owed to them from last year. Since the account 
says they were owed 7s 4d, the additional £2 7s 1d may represent their expenses in 
taking the account to be audited in the Spring of 1655. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then at 
declaration, where a different group of people signed.  
 
The allowance for  'lost grounds' and lands paying for Saleholme Bridge is 12s 6d 
(150d) this year, indicating a total of 75 acres. 
 
The parish was in danger of being fined for failing to contribute to the repair of the 
Lusdyke. In 1559-60, both Wainfleets had been said to have responsibilities in this 
regard.xxx  
 
 
WAS 6: 1657-[58] 
Dikereeves: Richard Brewster and Robert Rashdale. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £25 17s 6d (6210d): from a  Landlawer of 6d per acre for 

'875', i.e. 1035 acres. 
Total expenditure: £19 4s 2d. 
They owe: £6 13s 4d. Notes on page 4 suggest upward revision of 

their expenditure at audit by £20 3s 4d, so that they come 
out owing only £5 14s 4d to next year's dikereeves. 

 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then 
checked at declaration.  
 
The charge is higher this year, and there are hints in the account that the Winter of 
1656-57 had been hard. Equally, it might just reflect a more zealous policy toward 
maintenance and repair.  
 
The Saleholme Bridge allowance is the same, although not specified:  
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£1 17s 6d = 450d / 6 = 75 acres. 
 
 
The following two accounts are for work on Saleholme Bridge only. Both indicate that 
the acreage was being calculated on the basis of '5 score per 100' (i.e. 100 = 100). 
 
WAS 7:?16[55]-56 
Dikereeve: William Flowers. 
  
Area of action: 'all the acres that have customarily paid towards the 

repairs of the said [Saleholme] bridge which are lying and 
being in the parishes of Wainfleet All Saints and Wainfleet 
St Mary … also … the number of acres in Friskney 
likewise charged'. 

Charge: £22 19s 9d : from a Landlawer of 6d per acre for 548 acres 
in both WAS and WSM, and 371½ acres in Friskney, 
totalling 919½ acres. A further £2 10s was due for wood 
which he had sold. 

Total expenditure: £41 12s 8d. 
So he is owed: £16 2s 11d. But notes on page 4 suggest upward revision 

of his expenditure at audit, so that he is owed £18 10s 9d. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then 
checked at declaration. 
 
Unfortunately, the accountant refers to separate bills of expenditure which have not 
survived, so no details of the works are revealed. 
 
WAS 8:?16[56]- 57  
Dikereeve: William Flowers. 
  
Area of action: 'lands in Friskney charged to the said [Saleholme] bridge 

... and ... for lands in Wainfleet [likewise]'. 
Charge: £19 3s 2½d: from a Landlawer of 5d per acre for 548 acres 

in both WAS and WSM, and 371½ acres in Friskney, 
totalling 919½ acres. 

Total expenditure: £19 2s 5d. 
So he owes: 9½d. A note on the back suggests that his debet was 

raised at audit by 5d to 1s 2½d. 
 
The main purpose of this account seems to have been to reclaim the dikereeve's 
arrears, plus the cost of obtaining permission to raise the Landlawer required to 
achieve that. All the work had been done the previous year. The account was 
checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then checked at 
declaration. 
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WAS 9: 1658-[59]  
Dikereeves: Robert Rashdale and William Brewster. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £17 5s 0d (4140d): for a Landlawer of 4d per acre for '875', 

i.e. 1035 acres. 
Total expenditure: £15 0s 5d. 
They owe: £2 4s 7d. But notes on page 4 suggest upward revision of 

the expenditure at audit to £16 1s 1d, so that they owe 
only £1 3s 11d. 

 
This account ought to follow on from WAS 6 above. However, the dikereeves make 
no mention of having received £5 14s 4d from the previous year, claiming instead £2 
18s 4d owed to them by the town 'as appears by the justices' acquittance'.  
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then 
checked at declaration.  
 
Bad weather caused some emergency work in 'keeping the water out of the town in 
the great wind'. This and the following account indicate trouble with keeping the 
seagote doors watertight. 
 
The lost ground and Saleholme Bridge allowance is £1 5s (300d) for 75 acres. 
 
 
WAS 10: 1659-60  
Dikereeve: John Wingand. 
Previous dikereeve: Robert Rashdale 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £8 12s 6d (2070d): from a Landlawer of 2d per acre for 

'875', i.e. 1035 acres. 
Last year's surplus: £1 2s 6d (down from £1 3s 11d - not explained). 
Total expenditure: £7 16s 6d - subtract that from £8 12s 6d + £1 2s 6d. 
He owes: £1 18s 6d. But notes on page 4 suggest upward revision of 

his expenditure at audit by 14s 8d, so that he owes only £1 
3s 10d. 

 
This account ought to follow on from WAS 9 above. However, the dikereeve claims 
only £1 2s 6d from the previous year, with no explanation of the missing 1s 5d.  
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then 
checked at declaration.  
 
The Saleholme Bridge allowance is 3s 10d (46d) for a mere 23 acres.  
 
 
WAS 11: 1660-61 
Dikereve: John Wingand 
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Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £8 12s 6d (2070d): from a Landlawer of 2d per acre for 

'875', i.e. 1035 acres. 
Total expenditure: £8 0s 0d. 
He owes: 12s 6d. 
 
This account ought to follow on from WAS 10 above. However, nothing further is 
heard of the £1 3s 10d which should have formed part of his charge. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level. There 
is no indication of declaration. 
 
The Saleholme Bridge allowance has risen 4s (48d) for 24 acres. 
 
The Wardike bank was heightened following a flood, and the seagote doors 
continued to cause anxiety. 
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Wainfleet St Mary: summary 
 
WSM 2: c.1600 
Dikereeves: Thomas Dalby and William Browell. 
  
Area of action: Not described - account is fragmentary. 
Charge: £4 19s 10d (1198d). 
Total expenditure: £2 17s 9d + £1 2s 10d additional = £4 0s 7d. 
They owe: 19s 3d. 
 
The account is badly damaged at the head, removing any trace of the date. Richard 
Smith, the first signatory, was active in the area in the late 16th-early 17th cent. His 
signature is instantly recognisable, appearing on some documents recording dealings 
with Edward Edward Barkham - (e.g. Bethlem Royal Hospital Archives, Box 47 part 4 
envelope 5 (i), 1605, 19 April 3 Jas I).  
 
The charge is not an obvious multiple of any acreage attributed to WSM in later 
accounts. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then 
checked and signed at declaration, almost certainly by Commissioners. Both the 
dikereeves and all the other signatories to the account are familiar names from deeds 
relating to Wainfleet in the early 17the century. The names at the end of the sheet 
are local, but not Wainfleet people. 
 
 
WSM 3: [?early 1620s] 
Dikereeves: [?] and [?] Rasdall. 
  
Area of action: Not described in what survives of the document. 
Charge: ? £9 7s 9d (page 2): from a Landlawer of 2d per acre for '8 

hundred' acres, i.e. 960a by the long hundred, which would 
raise exactly £8. The stated charge would suggest '8 
hundred' + 166½, totalling 1126½a.xxxi 

From last year: £4 19s 10d ('a remanet'). 
Total expenditure: £17 11s 9d (recte £17 10s 9d) + 16s 4d added at audit. 
The 'surplus': £8 4s 9d (although it should have been £8 3s 0d), 

increased at audit to £9 0s 1d. 
 
The fragmentary figures cannot be reconciled.  
 
The dikereeves were out of pocket (the 'surplus' being how much more they had 
spent than they had gathered in) and were owed the money by the township. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, and 
probably checked at audit.  
 
The work of 'hooking' and scouring in Great and Little Lusdike suggests continuing 
drainage responsibilities beyond the boundary of the parish of WSM. An inquest of 
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1501 had been told that 'The Lushdyke … ought to be repaired by the parishioners of 
Wainfleet St Mary and by the soke of Wainfleet'.xxxii 
 
Again, most of the names of signatories to the account are familiar names. John 
Sharpe's signature is the same as on a dated deed (Bethlem Royal Hospital 
Archives, Box 47 part 4 envelope 9 (ii), 1622, 18 Feb 20/55 Jas I). 
 
 
The next two accounts have been numbered by LA in the wrong order 
chronologically: WSM 5 immediately preceded WSM 4. 
 
 
WSM 5: 1650-51 
Dikereeve: Thomas Heaton. 
Previous dikereeve: Christopher Gronne. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £18 15s 0d (4500d). 
Total expenditure: £22 4s 0d. 
He is owed: £3 9s 0d. 
 
Neither the acreage liable for landlawer nor the rate of the levy can be deduced. 
 
Expenses include £9 16s 6d owed to Christopher Gronne from 1649[-50]  
 
This account, which predates that numbered WSM 4 (below), was checked and 
approved by signature or mark at parish level. There is no indication of declaration; 
the account may be a draft. 
 
This offers a more detailed picture of the way in which the work was done. Some 
named individuals are paid for days of work, others for goods or craftsmanship, and 
several for transporting materials. The 'two pieces of oak' purchased from Sir Robert 
Barkham are more likely to have been whole trees than odd planks. 
 
 
WSM 4:? [1651-52] 
Dikereeve: Hugh Lowson. 
Previous dikereeve: Thomas Heyton. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £15 0s 0d. 
Carried over: + £3 18s 0d 
 = £18 18s 0d. 
Total expenditure: £33 2s 0d. 
He is owed: £14 4s 0d. 
 
Neither the acreage liable for landlawer nor the rate of the levy can be deduced. 
 
The previous account (WAS 5, above) showed Heaton/Heyton to be owed £3 9s 0d 
by the town, although here £3 18s 0d is said to have been carried over. 
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This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level  
 
Although the expenditure is only half as much again as the previous year, the work 
seems to have been more widespread, given the location of three of the gotes and 
one drain (is there a difference?). A rather higher proportion of payments than before 
were for people carrying materials to the places where they were needed. 
 
 
WSM 6: 1652-53 
Dikereeve: William Taylor. 
Previous dikereeve: Hugh Lowson. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £22 10s 0d (5400d): from a Landlawer of 6d per acre for 

'760' , i.e. 900 acres. 
Total expenditure: £20 19s 0d, raised to £21 12s 6d at audit. 
He owes: £1 11s 0d, reduced to 17s 6d at audit. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then at 
audit.  
 
The expenses include £15 0s 3d owed to Hugh Lowson the old dikereeve 'as 
appears upon his account'. Presumably the additional 16s was approved at the audit 
of the previous year's account, details of which were not recorded. 
 
 
WSM 7: 1653-[54] 
Dikereeve: William Taylor. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £15 (3600d): from a Landlawer of 4d per acre, so 900 

acres again. 
Total expenditure: £14 9s 9d, raised to £15 3s 3d at audit. 
He is owed: 3s 3d. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, then at 
audit.  

 
WSM 8: 1654-55 
Dikereeve: William Flowers. 
Previous dikereeve: William Taylor. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £15 (3600d): from a Landlawer of 4d per acre for '760', i.e. 

900 acres. 
Total expenditure: £13 15s 10d. 
He owes: £1 4s 2d. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature at parish level.   
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The expenses include 3s 3d paid to William Taylor the old dikereeve. Another entry 
shows £8 paid to Thomas Heyton and Christopher Groane 'as an old debt due to the 
town'.  
 
 
WSM 9: 1657-[58] 
Dikereeve: William Taylor. 
Previous dikereeve: Christopher Roads. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £11 5s 0d: from a Landlawer of 3d per acre for '760', i.e. 

900 acres. 
Total expenditure: £5 6s 0d, raised to £6 3s 4d at audit. 
They owe: £5 19s 0d, reduced to £5 1s 8d at audit. 
 
This account was checked and approved at parish level, then at audit.  
 
Expenses include £2 13s 0d due to Christopher Roads, the last dikereeve. 
 
 
WSM 10: 1663-[64] 
 
Dikereeve: William Wright. 
  
Area of action: 'all the lands lying betwixt the haven and poler banke and 

betwixt the siddike steight and the fendike banke'. 
Charge: £11 5s 0d: from a Landlawer of 3d per acre for '760', i.e. 

900 acres. 
Total expenditure: £12 11s 7d. 
He is owed: £1 6s 7d. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level.  
 
Expenses include £3 7s 11d paid to the old dikereeve, unnamed. 
 
Unfortunately, the description of the area covered does not add anything to the 
debate about the exact route of Poller Bank, other than to confirm that it lay in the 
southern part of the parish. The '760' acres all lie landward of the seadyke path. This 
may explain the considerable difference in acreage assessed between these 
accounts and the 'town book' of 1610, as the latter included several hundred acres 
lying seaward of the path.xxxiii 
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Friskney: summary 
 
Friskney 1: ? [1611-12] 
Dikereeves: Thomas Holland and Richard Ingoldmells. 
Previous dikereeve: Thomas Mell. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £38 0s 7d. 
Total expenditure: £32 15s 1d, raised by 13s at audit to £33 8s 1d. 
They owe: £4 12s 6d. 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, and 
again at declaration, where the audited account was signed by three people, 
probably Comissioners. At that stage, further expenses were allowed: 2s for the 
declaration of the account, 6s 8d for the fees of the Clerk of the Sewers, 1s for the 
bailiff's fee. The bailiff is unidentified, but such officials were not unknown in work 
under commissions of sewers.xxxiv 
 
This is a very detailed account at ground level. Many entries record payments to 
named individuals for days worked. Nothing very dramatic seems to have been 
happening, apart from 'when the flood brake in'.  
 
 
Friskney 2: 1614-15 & 1615-16 
Dikereeves (year 1): not named. 

 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge (yr 1): £33 17s 8d (8132d): from a [landlawer of] a groat (4d) per 

acre for '16 hundred, five score and thirteen acres', which 
is 2033 acres. 

Debet (from last year): £4 12s 6d, so total charge = £38 10s 2d. 
Total expenditure (yr 1): £4 12s listed in detail. 

£43 8s total outlay claimed. 
They are owed (yr 1): £5 10s. 
  
Dikereeves (year 2): John Hobson and William Petch. 
  
Area of action (yr 2): 'the Owte feild [&] Infeild bankes of Friskney';  

'within the town of Fryskney from the Seadicke steight unto 
the fen bank as it hath been accustomed' (craved for the 
following two years). 

Charge (year 2): Not stated. 
Total expenditure (yr 2): £38 16s 6d (altered from £39 17s 6d; actual total £38 13s 

6d), for which they crave a landlawer of 2d per acre for two 
years from 2 June next. Such a levy on 2033 acres would 
not cover their expenditure in full. 
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This appears to be a booklet containing accounts for two consecutive years. It is 
difficult to determine the order of events from photographs. The figures for year 1 
cannot be reconciled. 
 
The account for 1614-15 shows no sign of checking or approval at parish level, but 
appears to have been checked at declaration and signed by people who were 
probably Commissioners. At that stage, further expenses were allowed: 6s for the 
declaration, 2s for 'their charge', 3s 4d for the Clerk of the Sewers and 1s for the 
bailiff. 
 
The new landlawer of 2d craved at the end of the 1615-16 account, if raised from 
2033 acres, would not quite have covered any of the sums said to have been spent. 
The account appears however to have been checked and approved by signature or 
mark, at parish level. There is no indication of action at declaration. 
 
 
Friskney 3: 1617-18 & 1618-19 
Dikereeves: Christopher Spooner and William Petch. 
  
Area of action: Not described. 
Charge: £28 5s 0d: from [a Landlawer of] 2d per acre for two years 

for '14 hundred and 15 acres', i.e. 1695 acres. 
Total expenditure: £22 14s 6d, raised by 12s 6d to £28 17s 6d. 
They owed: £5 10s 6d, reduced to 12s 6d (but should have been 

reduced to £4 18s 0d?). 
 
This account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level, and 
checked and signed at declaration, probably by Commissioners. At the latter stage, 
further expenses were allowed: 1s 6d for their charges at the account, 6s 8d for the 
declaration and 4s 4d for 'ordinary fees'.   
 
 
Friskney 4: 1651 
Dikereeves: Not named. 
  
Area of action: 'the northfeild draine from the 23 acre goat to the goat sett 

in Powler bank' 
Charge: £9 (2160d): from [a landlawer of] 9d per acre for '200', i.e. 

240 acres. 
Total expenditure: £13 14s 9d. 
They were owed: It would have been £4 18s 0d, but this is nowhere stated. 
 
The account was checked and approved by signature at parish level. At this stage, 
an additional expense of £3 9s for 'Sir Robert Barkham's work' was allowed. There is 
no indication of action at declaration. 
 
The later endorsement: 'Friskney North Field' seems to confirm that the work covered 
by this account was confined to a drain in the northernmost part of the parish. 
'Powler' bank remains elusive. 
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Friskney 5: 1665 
Dikereeves: William Petch and Thomas Cocke. 
  
Area of action: 'the sea bank in Friskney' 
Charge: £2 17s 0d (684d): from an acreage of 1d per acre 

+ £ 8 14s 7d received from previous dikereeves 
+ £11 11s 7d. 

Total expenditure: £12 19s 4d. 
They are owed: £1 8s 3d (in fact, £1 7s 9d). 
 
The account was checked and approved by signature or mark at parish level and 
declared before 'the Justices of Sewers'.  
 
Comparison with Friskney 7 and 8 below suggests the number of acres would have 
been 690, raising £2 17s 6d. 
 
 
Friskney 6: 1667-68 
Dikereeve: Thomas Bushey. 
  
Area of action: 'the north field of Friskney'. 
Charge: £6 18s 6d (1662d): from a landlawer of 6d per acre for 

'237', i.e. 277 acres. 
Total expenditure: £7 4s 1d. 
He is owed: 5s 7d. 
 
This and the next account were drawn up on the same day. They cover different 
projects, accounted for separately, which may have also been the case the previous 
year, for which accounts do not survive. Both state that they were 'taken by the town 
this second day of April 1668 and approved on by the Inhabitants whose names are 
here underwritten'. There is no indication of declaration. 
 
The expenses include 3s 11d paid to the old dikereeve, as owed to him. 
 
 
Friskney 7: 1667-68  
Dikereeves: Richard Cuthbert and John Dobson. 
  
Area of action: 'the seabank of the new marshes of Friskney'. 
Charge: £34 10s 0d : from a Landlawer of 12d per acre for '590', 

i.e. 690 acres 
+ £1 5s 5d received from previous dikereeves 
= £35 15s 5d. 

Total expenditure: £30 19s 4d. 
They owe: £4 16s 1d. 
 
The account was checked and approved by signature at parish level. There is no 
indication of declaration. 
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The description and the number of acres show that this account, the next (Friskney 
8) and an account for 1653 filed under Wainfleet All Saints (WAS 4) are all for the 
same area. The account for Friskney in 1665 (Friskney 5) is almost certainly part of 
the same series. 
 
 
Friskney 8: no date visible, ? first half of 1660s 
Dikereeves: Marmaduke Sunderland and William Petch junior. 
  
Previous dikereeves: the same. 
  
Area of action: 'the seabank of Friskney aforesaid from Sir Robert 

Barkham's side banke to the old inclosed marsh'. 
Charge: £34 10s 0d (8280d): from [a landlawer of ]1s per acre for 

'590', i.e. 690 acres 
+ 19s 11d owed from their previous account 
= £35 9s 11d. 

Total expenditure: [document illegible] 
 
The account appears to have been checked and approved by signature or mark at 
parish level, bu the damage is such that details cannot be deciphered. 
 
Dating is based on the persons named: of the 18 individuals named, six appear in 
none of the other accounts. Three appear only in accounts from the 1650s, seven 
only in accounts from the 1660s and two (apparently a father and son) appear across 
the two decades.The account cannot date from 1653-54 (WAS 4), 1667-68 (Friskney 
7), or 1668-69, the last because the two dikereeves named here had held office in 
the previous year as well. The pattern established in other accounts among this 
selection suggests that the account dated '1665' probably covered 1665-66. The 
most likely range of dates would be 1660-61 to 1664-65, although dates between 
1655-56 and 1659-60 cannot be ruled out. 
 
 
The following two accounts have been numbered in the wrong order chronologically. 
Friskney 10 immediately precedes Friskney 9. 
 
 
Friskney 10: 1690, 13 Dec 
Dikereeve: Robert Cobb. 
  
Area of action: 'the building of the wind mill or engine for draining several 

lands lying in the Aydefield Outfield Infield & Northfield in 
the parish of Friskney'. 

 
This is not a standard dikereeve's account. As the current office-holder, Cobb had 
encountered difficulties in collecting the money charged on the landlawer (see 
Friskney 9). The assessment here of 5s 6d per acre on 'every acre' probably refers to 
a charge on the lands of Richard Lowne, against whom Cobb was bringing an action 
for distress. 
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The account was approved at parish level, with an order that it be 'annexed unto the 
rest of the Diker['s] accounts for the building of the wind engine'. The location of the 
mill is not stated.xxxv 
 
 
Friskney 9: 1691-92 
Dikereeves: Thomas Winn and  John Duckering. 
Previous dikereeve: Robert Cobb 
  
Area of action: 'the Outfield Aydfield Infield and Northfield in the parish of 

Friskney'. 
Charge: £97 10s 0d (23400d): from an assessment of 13d per acre 

for '1500 Acres at six score to the 100' = 1800 acres. 
Expenditure: Thomas Winn £39 17s 6d. 

John Duckering £59 1s 2d. 
Total expenditure: £98 16s 9d - raised by 3s 4d to £99 0s 1d before being 

signed off 
and by a further £6 17s 6d at declaration. 

They are owed: £9 7s 7d. 
 
The order of the pages in this document is odd, making it difficult to follow the order 
of events. Thomas Winn's disbursements seem to be for the common drain and the 
'engine' John Duckering's are said to be for 'the Outfield Aydfield Infield and 
Northfield', but also include numerous entries about the engine. 
 
Robert Cobb, the dikereeve for the previous year (1690-91), features repeatedly. 
Winn's expenses include 3s paid to him 'when his accounts were passed', while 
Duckering paid him 18s 5d 'for looking to the engine for the year’, £39 14d 'for money 
due to him upon his disbursements about the engine', and another 10s for 'going with 
us to help us to gather Assessment'. There is no reference to Cobb's difficulties with 
Mr Lowne. 
 
The accounts, which appear to have been kept and rendered separately by the two 
dikereeves, were checked and approved at parish level, 'by us whose names are 
here unto subscribed Inhabitants of Friskney'. They were checked again later at 
declaration. At both stages, additional expenses were allowed. 
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ANALYSIS (IGS) 
 

 
This analysis refers only to the accounts transcribed for the project:  Dikereeves' 
accounts - transcripts.pdf . 
 
 

Common Elements/themes 
 
The tables which follow note locations and features mentioned in the dikereeves' 
accounts, in the following categories: 
 
1. Place names 
2. The Sea-bank and sedikstight (sea dike path) etc 
3. Named gotes (sluices) 
4. The fen bank 
5. Named drains and sewers 
6. Miscellaneous 
7. Bridges other than Saleholme Bridge 
8. Use of boats 
 
 
Column 1 gives the parish and LA number for the account, and year. 
Column 2 gives the page number in the transcripts file. 
Column 3 gives the name of the place or feature, using the spelling in the account 
itself. 
Column 4 gives the context and where appropriate the amount charged, 

expended or abated, using modern spelling. Definitions of terms are 
shown (highlighted). 
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1  Place-names 

 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WAS 1, 1648-49 4 Half mile stone Hooking and damming, 1s 11d. 

WAS 1, 1648-49  4 Northolme towne end Fetching the door, 6d. 

WAS 1, 1648-49 4 Burgh To be entered dykereeve, 2s. 

WAS 1, 1648-49 5 Salehomebridge 32 ac to support Saleholme Bridge, 5s 4d.  

WAS 2, 1649-50 6 Salehome bridg Abated for payment to Saleholme Bridge, £1 4s 
3d. 

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Brough Accounts 'given up' (rendered) at Burgh.  

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Salehome bridge Abated for 30 ac that should pay to Saleholme 
Bridge, 7s 6d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 13  Spilsby Accounts given up. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 14  Salehome Bridge  Abated for 75 ac that should pay to Saleholme 
Bridge, 12s 6d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16 Spilsby Accounts given up. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16  Brough Second sitting of the [court of] sewers at Burgh. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16 Spilsby Another meeting of Commission of Sewers. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16  Thorp Opening a grippe to take in water, 1s. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18  Spilsby Going to Spilsby 'by order', 1s. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18 Salehome Bridge Abated for 'certain grounds' that should pay to 
Saleholme Bridge, £1 17s 6d. 

WAS 7, ?1655-56 20 Salehome bridg Landlawer for Saleholme Bridge: in WAS and 
WSM 548 ac @ 6d/ac = £13 14s 0d; in Friskney 
371½ ac @ 5d/ac = £9 5s 9d.xxxvi 

WAS 8, ?1656-57 22 Salehome bridg Landlawer for Saleholme Bridge: in WFs 548 ac 
and FRS 371½ ac @ 5d/ac = £19 3s [1]½d (£11 
8s 4d + £7 14s 9½d). 

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 Alford 'to take our oath  & to fetch the Law', 5s. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 24 Salehome Bridge Abated for lost ground and ground that pays to 
Saleholme Bridge, £1 5s 0d. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 Salehome Bridge Abated for 23 ac that should pay to Saleholme 
Bridge, 3s 10d. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 Dikereives D(i)nners 1s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61  28 Burghe Accounts given up. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28  Boston Deals bought at Boston, with expenses inclding 
toll and porterage. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 29  Salehome Bridge Abated for 24 ac that should pay to Saleholme 
Bridge, 4s. 

WSM 4, ?1651-52 34 Boston For bringing wood from, and porterage, 13s 9d. 

WSM 4, ?1651-52 35  Boston For bringing wood from, 5s. 
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WSM 4, ?1651-52 35  Boston For bringing wood and oak planks from, 6s. 

WSM 4, ?1651-52 36  Boston Two pieces of wood from, 4s. 

WSM 7, 1653-54 43  Boston Timber and deals from 6s 8d + carting, 1s 6d.  

WSM 8, 1654-55 45 Broughe Accounts given up at Burgh. Landlawer for 760 
ac [900 ac] @ 4d/ac = £15 0s 0d. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Spilsby Accounts given up. Landlawer for 760 ac [900 
ac] @ 3d/ac = £11 5s 0d. 

WSM 10, 1663-64 49   Lands lieing beetwixt 
the haven & poler 
banke & beetwixt the 
siddike steight and the 
fendike banke  

Landlawer for 760 ac @ 3d/ac = £11 5s 0d. 

WSM 10, 1663-64 49  to Loworth and ... to 
Alford 

Journeys to Louth and Alford, 5s. 

FRS 3, 1618-19 63 Temby wood Purchase and fetching of four oak trees 
from ?Tumby wood, 43s + 20s. 

FRS 7, 1667-68 70 Seabanck of the new 
marshes of Friskney 

Landlawer for 590 ac [690 ac] @ 12d/ac = £34 
10s 0d. 

FRS 7, ? 1660s 71 Alford For our law, 4s. 

 
 
2  The Sea-bank and sedikstight etc 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WAS 4, 1653-54 10 Sea banks of the newe 
in clossed marsh 

From Sir Robert Barkham's side bank in 
Wainfleet to the new enclosed marsh near John 
Wilbie'. NB probably FRS not WAS. 

    

WSM 2, c.1600xxxvii 31 Worke about the 
seabanckes 

20s. 

    

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 Dikinge in the Goote 
from the Seadicke 
steight unto Flayne 
garth goote 

Five men and 41 falls in total. 

FRS 5, 1665 67  Sea banke in Friskney  

FRS 5, 1665 67 Workeing att the Sea 
banke 

Men (named): mostly 1s per day, variable 
number of days. 

FRS 8, ?1660s 71 Seabanke of 
Friskney ... from Sir 
Robert Barkhams side 
banke to the old 
inclosed Marsh 
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FRS 8, ?1660s 71-
72 

Workinge att the banke  About 20 mmen (some named), some with 
boys, some with horses. Boys 6d per day; men 
1s; horse 6d. 

FRS 8, ?1660s 72 Francis Green and his 
Company workinge att 
the banke 

£2 12s 7d (number and days not specified). 

 
 

3  Named gotes (sluices) 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WAS 1, 1648-49 4 Dariehowse gote Hasps, staples and nails, 5s. 

WAS 1, 1648-49 4 Northolme towne end Fetching the door, 6d. 

WAS 2, 1649-50 6 Dary house gote 4 falls ditching, 3s 6d. 

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Fen goat Mending and hooking, 6s 8d. 

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Sunnken goat Mending, 2s 6d. 

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Dary house goate 
doore 

A lock, 1s 6d. 

WAS 3, 1650-51 8 Grimdike goat & Dary 
house goate 

Looking to, 3s 4d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 13 Suncken gote Covering of, and cleansing the gote ends, 1s 
4d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 13 from the seagoate to 
the meetings 

Hooking, 4s 4d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 13 Dary house goate 
doore 

A day's work mending,  2s 6d (Foster and his 
man). 

WAS 5, 1655-56 14 Bancke Mille goate Taking up infalls and sandbeds, covering the 
bank, 2s 6d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 14 Dary house goate A locke, 1s; a new trace to pull up the ... doore, 
4d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 14 Symon Tupholms gote Hooking from ... to Grimdyke gote, £1 2s 8d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 14 Grimdicke goate Covering, 8d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16 dary house goate For casting a 'damme', 4d (throwing up earth 
from a ditch). 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 Grimdike goate Raveing and rendering one day, 8d (raveing = 
pulling up). 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 from the meetings to 
the sea goate  

Hooking, 6s 10d . 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 from the meetings to 
Symon Toppins goate 

Hooking, 2s 6d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 from [Symon Toppins] 
goate ... unto the 
Sunken goate 

Hooking 14s 3d (to Fotherby and Brewster) 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 from the meetings to 
the sea goate  

Raking out silt and cleansing sea doors, 10d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 the goate against 
highe tofte 

For one man 'looking to', 2s. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18 Dary house goate Throwing out the dam 4d; damming 4d; taking 
up the dam, 4d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18 Grimdike goate One day's work, 10d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18 Colter Cloote Laine Filling up the grippe, 4d (a narrow drain in the 
road). 

WAS 6, 1657-58 18 Sea doores Cleansing, 4d. 
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WAS 9, 1658-59 23 Sea goate Mending, £6 6s 0d. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 From the ... sea goate 
to the meetings 

Hooking, 6s 10d. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 From the meetings to 
Suncken gote 

Hooking, £1 1s 4d. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 the Goate at Hightofte Looking to, 2s. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 Sea goate Bringing bricke and lime from, to the 'Bancke 
Mille', 14s 7d. 

WAS 9, 1658-59 24 the goate at Symon 
Toppins 

Covering, 1s. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 26 Seagoate Share of charge in making a pair of new doors 
for, £4 8s 6d. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 26 From the Meetings to 
the seagoate 

Share of charge in hooking ..., sandbeds, and 
mending doors, 12s. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 26 From the meetings to 
his [Symon Toppin's] 
gote  

To Symon Toppin for hooking and making a 
dam and taking it up again 3s 6d; looking to 
the said gote, 2s. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 26 From [Symon 
Toppin's] Goate to 
Grimdike Goate 

Hooking, 12s. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 26 North Garthrome Two men pulling up the gote door in, 8d. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 Daryhouse goate Looking to and 'pulling out wrecke', 2s (wreck 
is any kind of rubbish but also sea-weed). 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 Seagoate Cleansing doors of stones and wreck, 3s. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 Daryhouse goate, 
grindyke [sic] goate & 
the north gathrome 
goate 

20 firdeals bought at Boston, £1 2s 10d (a deal 

board or plank). Covering these gotes: three 
carpenters, 4s, + one labourer, 1s. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 from Tupholms Goate 
to the dary house 
goate 

Hooking (ten men), 7s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 from the Daryhouse 
Goate to the Suncken 
goate 

Hooking (two men), 10s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28-
29 

Sea goate  Works of all kinds, including bricks, deals, 
masons, £1 10s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 29 Northolme goate & 
the mille goate 

Raking out wreck, 8d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 29 Daryhouse goate and 
Hightofte goate 

Looking to 2s 6d each  

WAS 11, 1660-61 29 sea goate Including winter visits to look to the doors, 3s 
6d. 

    

WSM 3, ?early 
1620s 

32 Stopping of the haven  No timber but bricks and lime. 

WSM 3, ?early 
1620s 

32 [Haven at Lusdyke] 'A roope for the great doore', 1s. 

WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

34 gote ... in Grouse lane  Taking up, 4s; various wooden items from 
Boston (listed); laying down, 4s. 

WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

34 gote ... in Cross gate 
(probably) 

Taking up, 4s; materials and labour (wood not 
brick), including wood, £1 1s 0d; setting down, 
6s 6d. 

WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

35 Tharmethow gote One oak plank purchased + pinning it down, 2s 
2d. 
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WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

35 Cross Gate gote Setting down, 9s, + labour including a 'mare 
and a stead' and 'a stone of picke'; 'a got[e] to 
go over the draine in', £ 1 15s 10d. 

WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

35 Grouse Lane gote Two oak pieces, 16s + labour. 

WSM 4, ?1651-
52 

36 Hobster gote Work done (two named men), 8s. 

WSM 5, 1650-51 37 Kilne house gote Tar for, 3d. Other items are for an unspecified 
gote. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 39 the Clowe Opening doors of, to take in water. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 39 Cross gate Goate Damming and 'ayseing' water at, 2s. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 39 Killhowse [sic] goate Wood including oakwood, 19s 6d. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 39 Opening clow doores To take in water at two tides, 1s 8d. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 39 Kilnehouse goate Making the trap door, 7s 6d. 

WSM 7, 1653-54 43 Goate at his [Maxey 
Freeston's] house 

Damming, 1s. 

WSM 7, 1653-54 43 Kilnehouse goate Mending, 1s 6d. 

WSM 7, 1653-54 43 the goate by their 
[Maxey Freeston's 
and William Smith's] 
house 

Filling up, 2s. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 45 Goate at Preist Gate Mending & covering it with earth, 7s. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 45 Kilne house goate Diking the drain from ... to half penny hill. £2 6s 
9d. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 46 Kilne house goate. Cleansing, 1s. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 46 Woolby goate Looking to, 2s. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Goate ... at Theeves 
Creek 

Scouring and ditching over the highway, 3s 4d. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Furby Clowe Going 'to get water' (with Christopher Roads), 
1s. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Tharmithow Goate Purchase of one oak plank and laying and 
covering it, 3s. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Goate neare Roads 
house  

Damming, 2s. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Kilne house goate.  Cleansing of snow and other wreck at several 
times, 1s. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 48 Cross gate goate Damming and taking up, 2s 6d. 

WSM 10, 1663-
64 

49 old goate neare 
Christopher Rodes 
house 

Taking up, 7s 6d; materials and labour for 
rebuilding listed in detail. 

WSM 10, 1663-
64 

49 Kilnhouse goate Repair of doors, 1s. 

    

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 The owlde goote Mending it – materials and labour listed. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 For the goote A leaner, 8d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 Flayne Garth goote Plank for mending,12d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 Weare clowtes Stopping of … and mending of 'wearebanks': 
five days' labour, 2s 6d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 Owtende of the goote Scouring: 11 men for one day, 5s 6d, 10 men 
another day, 5s (= 6d per man per day); 
overseeing the work, 12d per day. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 The goote All manner of operations on (listed). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 North feild goote  Hooking: five men, 6d each. 
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FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 The goote Hedging (planting withies as bank stabilisers)... 
& felling willows for this, 42s; fetching the 
willows, 15s.  

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 Flayne garth goote Mending, 2s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 goote head A baulk for, and carriage of it, 5s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 Cheyney goote heade Diking and 'raminge' (? ramming): two men, one 
day (= 6d per man per day). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 Sea goote Scouring of out end, 14 men, 6d each; 
overseeing, two men, 12d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52 Sea goote unto the 
stone goote 

Diking, six men, six score and 18 falls, 46s 1d 
(= 4d per fall).xxxviii 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52-
53 

The goote Hedging, one man for seven days, ten other 
workers for three or four days each and two 
men overseeing: 28s 4d in total (= 8d per man 
per day). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 From the Seadicke 
steight unto Flayne 
Garth goote 

Diking, four workers, 41 falls, 13s 8d in total. 
Rate per fall 4d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 Flayne Garth goote to 
the little clowe 

Diking, six workers, 40 falls, 21s (this outlay 
suggests 42 falls @ 4d per fall). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 Little clowe to 
yaldinge gate 

Diking, four workers, 10 falls; two men 
overseeing, two men, three days, 3s.  

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 Owte end of the 
Goote 

Diking, 18 workers, 8d each, two men 
overseeing, one day, 12d:13s in total. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 53 Infield goote Hooking, five men for 1 day, two men for two 
days and one man for three days, 6d each per 
day: 6s in total. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 54 The goote Taking up an 'owld hedge' (? old edge) in, 20d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 54 The old goote head Making a dam, 10d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 54 Belsis clowe Mending, 16d. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 54-
55 

The goote Scouring the out end: 14 men at 6d per day, 
and two men overseeing, 12d; bread and beer, 
12d: 9s in total. 
Nails for, and making of, five lowtes (lowte = 
bend, inclination), 10s 8d.  

Work when the flood broke in: 14 workers at 6d 
per day, five workers each with 'a mare & a 
stead', 16d per day, two men overseeing, 12d: 
15s 8d in total. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 55 The goote Taking up the 'hedge' in, 2s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 55 The goote Casting out the earth which the flood brought 
in: eight men, 4s (= 6d per man). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 55 Yaldinge goote Hooking: one man, three days, 18d (= 6d per 
day). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 55 North feild goote Hooking: six men, 6d each. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 55 The Goote ... by Edmund Wilby's toft: four men, one day, 
2s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 56 Yalding goote Diking: six men, 40 roods, 20s (= 6d per rood). 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 56 Bessis goote Diking: 40 roods, 20s (= 6d per rood). 

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 North feild goote Hooking, six workers, two days each, 12d each 
(= 6d per man per day); surveying, 6d: 6s 6d in 
total. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 Infeild goote Hooking, at the same time, 6s 
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FRS 2, 1614-16 57 Owtfeild goote Hooking, one man, four days: ?2s (if at 
standard rate of 6d per day). 

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 The goote Scouring the out end, 22 men for one day 
each: ?11s (if at standard rate of 6d per day). 

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 Cheyne goote heade Four 'kids' for mending; filling and ramming, 
12s. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 The owld goote Where the flood broke in: six men with mares 
& steads, two days each, ? 2s 8d each; nine 
other men, two days each, 12d each; a 
carpenter for one day, 12d: 26s in total.  

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 The goote A bridge and a 'leaner' for (probably) the old 
gote, 2s 6d. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58 the old goote Four deals for, 4s. Diking: 16 men, two days 
each, 16s. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58 Lowe goote head Three workers, six days each, 3s each. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58 Flayne garth goote Mending, 18d. 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58 Owtfeild and infeild 
gootes 

Hooking for 2 years, 26s (if at 6d per day = 52 
days' work). 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58-
59 

Old gote Diking: five men for for days each, two men for 
three days each, six men for two days each, on 
eman for one day (all at 6d per day), two also 
provided a fir deal, worth 12d; one man with 
his mare and a stead, 18d: 24s 10d in total. 
With further materials and work, 5s.  

FRS 2, 1614-16 61 Fen clow Mending with boles, 8d. 

FRS 3, 1617-19 63 Sea goote Dyking the out end and repairing the pales and 
hedges, £5 18s 6d. 

FRS 3, 1617-19 63 Blacke goote Hedging, other wood and dyking, 44s. 

FRS 3, 1617-19 63 Flayne garth goote 
and yaldinge goote 

Repairing, 22s. 

FRS 4, 1651 65 From the 23 acre goat 
to the goat sett in 
Powler bank 

Whole work cost £10 5s 9d – accounts paid at 
Burgh. 

FRS 5, 1665 67 Blacke goote Mending with wood and nails, 1s; leading clay, 
2s 6d; also payments to men working on and 
opening the gote. 

FRS 7, 1667-68 69 North feild Goate Tending it, 3s. 

FRS 7, 1667-68 70 Great Goat In the seabank of the new marshes of Friskney 
(590 ac): wood, other materials and work.  

FRS 8, ?1660s 71 The goate Seabank of Friskney: wood 'firre deals and 
gises', £6 2s 4d, and carriage, 3s. 

FRS 8, ?1660s 72 Goates att the banke 2 men for keeping them, 10s. 
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4  The fen bank 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 Fendike banke Mowleing, one man, 8d (maul = cover with 
mud). 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 Fendike banke Mouleing, one man, two days, 2s. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 29 Fendike bancke Mouling, one man, two days, 2s. 

    

WSM 1, c.1600 31 Fendick banckes Laid out for work on, 20s. 

WSM 2, ?early 
1620s 

32 Fendick banke Labourers for mending, £1 16s 6d. 

WSM 9, 1657-58 47 Fendike banke Mending the tout at, 1s. 

WSM 10, 1663-64 49 For all the Lands lieing 
beetwixt the haven & 
poler banke & beetwixt 
the siddike steight and 
the fendike banke 

Landlawer for 760 ac [900 ac] @ 3d/ac = £11 
5s 0d. 

    

FRS 3, 1617-19   63 Fen bankes Divers men repairing, £3. 

 
 
5  Drains and sewers  
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WAS 1, 1649-50 6 Ditching in the drayne Location unspecified: various payments listed. 

WAS 2, 1649-50 6 Hooking in the drayne 
betwixt Thorpe and us 

2s 6d. 

WAS 5, 1655-56 13 Draine  Hooking in, from the meetings to Simon 
Tupholm's gote. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 16 Draine Diking in: eight score and 11 falls (171 falls) at 
1s the fall, £8 10s 6d (which would have paid for 
176 falls). 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 Draine Hooking: from the meetings to the seagote, 6s 
10d; from the said [sea]gote to the Sunken 
Goate, 2s 6d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58 17 Out end of the draine Taking up sandbeds and infalls, three men, 3s. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 Draine Hooking: 14 men at midsummer, and raking out 
wreck, 16s 8d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 Draine Hooking: to Robert Barsley, 2s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 [Draine] Hooking: from Tupholms gote to the Dairy 
house gote, 10 men, 7s 6d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61 28 Draine Hooking: from the Dairy house gote to Sunken 
gote, two men, 10s 6d. 
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WSM 4, ?1651-52 34 Draine Hooking: ?Cross gate, one man, £1 1s 0d (cf p 
35, 'the draine in Cross gate'). 

WSM 4, ?1651-52 35 Draine Diking: 28 falls in Prest gate, 18s 8d. 

WSM 4, ?1651-52 35 Draine Diking, by Hobsters: to two men, £2 10s each. 

WSM 6, 1652-53 40 Draine Ditching: location not specified: 16 Roods, 7s 
6d. 

WSM 7,1653-54 42 The draine in 
Preistgate 

Ditching at rates between 5d and 9d the rood: 
total of 307 roods and one gad. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 45 Draine Diking: from Kiln House gote to half penny hill, 
£2 6s 9d. 

WSM 8, 1654-55 45 Draine Hooking, on eman , 2s 8d; casting out the earth 
at Sir Robert Barkham's causey, 1s. This might 
be the Lusdyke. 

WSM 10, 1663-64 49 The common drain Hooking and riding of at Spring and 
Michaelmas, £1 14s 6d. 

    

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 The Draynes Hooking: 15s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 51 Owtefeild drayne  Laying out common banks and stopping the 
drain in two places, 18d. 

FRS 4, 1651  65 Northfeild draine Landlawer for, to be collected from the 23 acre 
gote to the gote set in Powler Bank. 

FRS 6, 1667-68 69 [North field] draine Diking, at rates of 6d or 7d the rood: total of 186 
roods. 

 
 
6  Miscellaneous relevancies 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

FRS 10, 1690  77 The building of the 
winde Mill or Engin for 
Dreyning severall 
Lands lying in the 
Aydefield outfield 
Infield & Northfield in 
the parrish of Friskney' 

Assessment for 5s 6d per ac 'towards the 
building of the said winde mill or engin 
repairing the bankes for defending of the East 
Fenn waters & for the doing of other 
necessaire works of Sewers belonging to the 
said towne as followeth …'. 
 

    

WAS 9, 1658-59 24 The great wind Two men keeping water out of the towne, 1s. 

    

WAS 9, 1658-59 23 Diking the out end, 
takeing up infalls[,] 
pulling out wrecke & 
bringing the bricke and 
lyme 

From the sea gote to bank mill. 

WAS 10, 1659-60 27 To cleanse the Doores 
of stones & wrecke  

At the seagote, 'severall times', 3s (wreck is 
any kind of rubbish but also sea-weed). 
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WAS 11, 1660-61   28 Hooking ... & Rakeing 
out wrecke 

In 'the drain' at Midsummer, 14 men, 16s 8d. 

WAS 11, 1660-61  29 Rakeing out wrecke At Northolme gote and at the mille gote, 8d. 

WSM 9, 1657-58  47 Clensing ... of snow & 
other wrecke  

Kilne house gote, 'several times', 1s 

    

FRS 1, ?1611-12   55 Casting the earth  Out of the goote, 'which the flood brought in', 
eight men, one day = 4s. 

    

FRS 1614-16   57-
58 

north field ... Infeild ... 
owtfeild ... aydfeild 

The first three fields had gotes; the aydfield's 
banks were mended. 

FRS 10, 1690 77 Aydefield outfield 
Infield & Northfield 

Named as assessed for the building of a 
windmill for drainage. 

    

WAS 1, 1648-49 4 Half mile stone Hooking and damming at, one man, 1s 11d. 

WAS 6, 1657-58  17 Half mile stone The tout at the half mile stone …stopping with 
littered earth, 2s 8d. 

WAS 10, 1659-60   26 Half mile stone tout Stopping, 2s. 

 
 
7  Bridges (not Saleholme Bridge) 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

WSM 7, 1653-54 43 a bridge into the Round 
Common 

Richard South hires labourers to 'lay' and 
'carry downe the said bridge to the Round 
Common', filling up a gote and getting 50 nails 
at 12d the hundred. Numerous further details 
listed. 

    

FRS 1, ?1611-12 52, 
55 

the stonbridge Hooking at the stone bridge, four men, one 
day, 2s; ... one man, two days, 1s. 

FRS 1, ?1611-12 54 the hey bridge Stopping, 9d; damming 4d.  

FRS 2, 1614-16 57 a bridge & a leaner 
over the goote 

Probably Cheyne(y) gote. 
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8  Boats 
 

Parish and year page Name Context/location etc 

FRS 2, 1614-16 58 & his boote The repair of the outfield and infield banks of 
Friskney amounted to £9 9s 6d. Of this work, 
eight men were paid for themselves '& his boote' 
and two men also brought their sons. The 
maximum number of days paid for was 28, 
which sounds like a big job. So at least eight 
men had boats at FRS in the seventeenth 
century. No boats are recorded in WAS or WSM. 
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Locations (IGS) 
 
A number of named topographical locations occur in the accounts.  This section 
discusses their nature and where possible their location. 
 
 
Wainfleet All Saints: location comments and possibilities 
 
Black gote 
A feature of this name is recorded in Friskney (see below).  
 
Colter cloote Lane / the bank in Coltersloote 
This seems to have run in the northern part of the parish: 
Early 17th cent: 'a stonge at Coulter cloute[,] Thorp Wardyke being on the north' 
(Bethlem Royal Hospital Archives, Box 43: Barkham Book, fol 20r: section 2 Brereton 
& Landon, manor of Dalby, entry 132). 

1638: The lane appears as 'Cuttler Clout Lane' (Barkham Book, fol 24r: section 3 
Johnson late Wolby, entries 22, 23 and 24), where it lies to the north of various 
parcels of land, or as 'Coulter Clout Lane' (Bethlem RHA, Box 47 part 5 envelope 11 
(i)), and Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 2 envelope 1 (i)), two texts of the same document, 
which refer to 'a place called Westings at the west end thereof, abutting on a lane 
called Coulter Clout Lane to the west'. 
In 1699:  a parcel of land is described as 'lying beyond Westings from a place called 
Coulter Cloote lands' (Bethlem RHA, Box 47 part 6 envelope 4 (i), mem 2).  
The Westings area of pasture must have occupied a large part of the western side of 
the parish.xxxix The Coulter Clout area lay immediately S of Thorpe Wardyke, and the 
lane of that name appears to have run both N-S - the northern continuation of Lady 
Lane is a tempting candidate - and E-W.  
 
Grimdyke gote  
Early 17th cent: a parcel of land belonging to the Manor of Dalby lay to the N of 'the 
common called Grimdyke', near a pasture called 'Dimyngdores' and W of Leves Gate 
(Barkham Book, fol 15v: section 2 Brereton & Landon, manor of Dalby, entry 35).xl  
 
Half Mile Stone 
This is somewhere in the western part of the parish, but E of the church. The 
highway leading to the church may be the road later called Mill Lane. A half mile on 
Church Walk from the main road through the town towards the old All Saints' site 
would end at Mat Pits Lane, which seems to circumscribe the Great Field. 
1655: lands in WAS 'lying in six severall Closes together and abbutting upon 
Collisons Gate north[,] the high way leading to the church near the halfe mile stone in 
part and Thomas Storrs land in part South' (Barkham Book, fol 62r: section 34 Storr, 
William, lands purchased from, entry 12; original deed: Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 4 
envelope 5 (iii)). 
 
High Toft 
This feature in WAS was named as early as 1394, in a grant of two pieces (placeae) 
of pasture with a moss and fishery lying separately in WAS of which the second was 
called 'Le Hytoft' (Bethlem RHA Box 49 VIII (iii)). 
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Early 17th cent: one acre 'at Hightoft gapp in Newlands' (Barkham Book, fol 52r: 
section 24 Read, manor of Hugh Garth, entry 34). 
Early 17th cent: 'arable in the High Toft' and 'pasture called the High Toft' (Barkham 
Book, fols 19r, 20v: section 2 Brereton & Landon, manor of Dalby, entries 106, 140). 
1632: Four acres of pasture ground in WAS 'in a close called the High Toft' (Bethlem 
RHA Box 49 XIII [59] partition 2); repeated in 1699, when its location is described 
uninformatively as 'bounded with a narrow lane on the north and a common high way 
west and south, and land that ... belong to [two named persons] east' (Bethlem RHA 
Box 47 part 6 envelope 4). 
BUT a feature of this name occurs in WSM as well: 
Barkham Book: Landlawer survey 1610: 'From Mousgate beneath Siddickstith to 
Ringall gate and so to Crossegate ... Mr Kyme Hightofte' 4a (Bethlem RHA Box 43, 
Barkham Book (back)). 
 
North garthrome, gote door in the  
This gateroom seems to have been in the vicinity of Coulter Clout (above). 
1638: lands 'abutting on the north feild gartrom towards the East'  and 'the north field 
gatrom on the West' (Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 3 envelope 1 (ii)). 
1699: land 'part thereof lying on the West side of the North Field way and part to the 
East side of the said way or garthrome adjoining or / near to a place called Coult 
Lands' (Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 6 envelope 4). 
 
Northolme gote 
1632: land in WAS 'lying near a goate called Northolme Goate', but with no further 
details of location (Bethlem RHA Box 49 XIII [59]) 
 
Sea gote and sea doors 
This seems likely to be the 'sea-gote on the Lymn (but not on Wainfleet Haven)' 
identified by IGS from a map of the 1530s (Main site 2.5.2.2). It may not have been 
within the parish of WAS, but would have been a matter of concern to the township 
for drainage purposes. 
 
Simon Tupholm(e) or Toppin was a member of a family which held land in WAS in 
the 17th century, but his only recorded appearance so far outside the accounts is in a 
document of 1699, as a former holder, probably tenant, of land in the parish (Bethlem 
Box 47 part 6 envelope 4). 
 
Sunken goat 
1699: Lands to the E and W of a common way called 'sunken goat way' in WAS are 
mentioned (Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 6 envelope 4). This lay well to the W of the 
parish, beyond the Fendyke bank. 
 
Ten Acres End 
1699: land 'called the Ten Acres Pasture lying between lands of ... Robert Barkham 
North, and the lane called Johnson Coate [? Gote] Lane on the South, abutting on a 
lane leading to New Croftes East and lands [of] Adlard Hubart and John Grene West' 
(Bethlem Box 47 part 6 envelope 4). 
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Wainfleet St Mary: location comments and possibilities 
 
Hobster's, Hobster gote 
There were Hobsters living in Candlesby in the 16-17th centuries: they occur in 
various records of the lands of Magdalen College Oxford. It seems more  likely that 
others were living in or near WSM at this date than that lands in distant Candlesby 
should have any responsibilities for drainage in WSM itself. 
 
Kilnhouse gote 
A Kilnhouse gate ran through or round the Sailholme area in the early 17c.  
1610: the first section of the WSM Landlawer survey covers: 'Lands lying from the 
kilnhouse gate on the west of Sydickstith unto Mousgate to Crossgate to the haven 
side' (Bethlem RHA Box 43, Barkham Book (back)). 
In 1616 there was a kilnhouse in the grounds of the house where Wainfleet Hall now 
stands (Bethlem RHA Box 47 part 5 envelope 8(i)). 
 
Kilnhouse gote to Halfpenny Hill 
The latter area lay to the N and W of the Low Road (then Crossgate or the King's 
Highway), at the point where it curves W, almost continuing the line of St Michael's 
Lane (formerly Moss/Mousgate). This suggests a stretch of ditch, not now there, 
running alongside the main road. 
 
Round common, a bridge into the 
Th Round Common may have been towards the west of the parish: this is one of only 
three references to it in any material in the present study. In the early 17th century, 
there is a reference to the great moss 'bounding on the Round common on the East, 
and on the Common fen on the west' (Barkham Book, fol 47r: section 19 Hubbert late 
Ampleford, entry 4). A Round Common also appears in a survey of the estates of 
Bethlem Hospital in 1846 (revised 1886), where land of that name, a rough 
parallelogram in shape, lies immediately to the S of Gooddike (Bethlem RHA BCV-
09, opening 2 and map) and S of the farm now shown as 'Trustee Farm' on OS 
Landranger sheet 274. 
 
The year's biggest excitement in 1653-54 was the building of the bridge to the Round 
Common. An incidental reference shows the existence of Mr Adams's saw house, 
from which timber (apparently for the bridge) was brought to the market place. 
Another entry suggests that it was assembled off site and carried to the Round 
Common which sounds odd. The precise location of the bridge is unknown. 
 
Tharmethow gote  
An area with this name (in a variety of spellings) occurs several times in documents 
relating to the Barkham/Bethlem lands. Descriptions of holdings within it suggest that 
it was by divided into closes by the early 17th century. Its precise location is unclear, 
but the 1610 Landlawer survey placed two separate holdings of this named in the 
section of the parish '[f]rom the haven side to Prestgate and so to the Fendyke bank 
from Crossdyke'. In 1820, mapping of the Gwydir estate shows 'Thormy Thewes' just 
to the N of Church Lane, formerly Priestgate (LA: 5/ANC/5/A/7/9).   
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Friskney: location comments and possibilities 
 
The location information in Friskney concentrates above all on the names of several 
gotes or sluices. The Black Gote, for example, lies somewhere on the watercourse 
now called Friskney Eaudyke, attested by maps in Dugdale and by other seventeenth 
century maps.  Yalding Gate is likely the original name of the current Yawling Gate 
Road and suggests that this follows the line of a sea-bank in which the gote was set. 
Wright gives ‘a young herring’ or ‘offshore fishing’ for yawling, so tying in with the 
presence of the sea.  
 
Flayne Garth is not precisely locatable, but was situated in the tofts area. An estate 
rental of the late 16th or early 17th century lists four acres of arable land 'called 
Howison toft in Friskney abutting upon the seadicke steight towards the south and 
the Common way by flaine Garth toward the North' (Barkham Book, fol 44v: section 
18 Newcomen, entry 45). Flaynes lived and held land in Friskney and WSM from the 
late fourteenth to the mid-sixteenth century.   
 
The wind engine is not locatable, either, though several sketchy possibilities could be 
named, none of them with supporting evidence. 
 
Without doubt, the main item of interest is the presence of sluices draining four fields: 
Outfield, Infield, North Field and Aydfield. Some of these have banks in which, 
presumably, the gotes were set.  The usual layout for the villages of Lindsey was a 
two-field system, so these names raise interesting questions for those interested in 
the course of husbandry locally. The name ‘Ald field’ occurs once c.1600, when a 
lessee held 23 acres of pasture in it (Barkham Book, fol 44r: section 18 Newcomen, 
entry 43).  The same rental refers to the outfield and the northfield, and to a 'hey' or 
'high' field. Wright does not help with a meaning for 'ayd' and on the whole, a reading 
of 'ald' (= old) seems the most likely. The historic term ‘aid’ (see OED) for a form of 
income-raising levy or taxation, e.g. from vassals to a lord, might have some weight. 
 
In other entries, the usual local patterns are repeated, but with great details to the 
time and money spent on individuals, with perhaps an unusual number of hirings of a 
man and his boat e.g., ‘Robert Barrow and his bot for 6 dayes’ (Friskney 1). 
 
 
General 
 
The accounts tell us little about the day-to-day operations of the drainage net but 
more about the annual tasks needed to keep the system running with the occasional 
interruption from bad weather or sea-flood. They do, however, give the impression of 
a well-established and smoothly-running system.  Apart from the dispute over the  
windmill, there are few if any examples of dispute that have made it into the accounts 
and so it seems as if the reeves took their job seriously and in turn received the co-
operation of the community. 
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NOTES 
                                            
i A. M. Kirkus, ed, The Records of the Commissioners of Sewers in the Parts of Holland, 1547-1603, I (LRS vol 
54, 1959), II (LRS vol 63, 1968), and A. E. B. Owen, ed, The Records of the Commissioners of Sewers in the 
Parts of Holland, 1547-1603, III (LRS vol 71, 1977). 
ii This and all the following quotations are expressed in modern form, for clarity. 
iii Kirkus, pp xxii-xxv (appointment). 
iv Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxv (survey). 
v Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxxv (surveyor). 
vi Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, pp xxvii-viii. 
vii LA Spilsby Sewers 7, Wainfleet Haven. 
viii Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxix-xxxii. 
ix Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxxvi (laws). 
x LA, Spilsby Sewers, parcel 12: Laws, Wainfleet Haven: 1597, 1608, 1620, 1657. 
xi Owen, Commissioners of Sewers in the Parts of Holland, 1547-1603, III, pp ix-x. 
xii LA, Friskney PAR/18/1 (not inspected for the project). 
xiii Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxxiii-iv. 
xiv Owen, Commissioners of Sewers, III, pp 6, 90, 96-7, 105. 
xv Petitions do not feature in Kirkus's or Owen's editions of drainage documents, and it is hard to imagine what 
sort of petition would be delivered to the dikereeves rather than being submitted by them. They would 'crave' 
permission to levy a landlawer: cf. Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, p xxxii. A whole history of disputes over 
drainage in Wainfleet lies behind a brief entry  for a payment 'to the Clerk of the Sewers when we petitioned for 
water' (WAS 6, 1657-58). 
xvi I.e. the commission to the dikereeve was being renewed. 
xvii A. E. B. Owen, The Medieval Lindsey Marsh (LRS vol 85, 1996), doc 24(8), p 56 (Bailiff's account, Little 
Carlton, 1471-72). 
xviii It is clear that these were distinct formats: Owen, Commissioners of Sewers, III, pp 99, 148, 150. Although he 
referred to such documents on numerous occasions, he never produced a comprehensive analysis of them. 
xix Owen thought the use of acre books might have died out in Lindsey by the end of the 16th century: Owen, 'The 
Levy Book of the Sea': The Organization of the Lindsey Sea Defences in 1500' Lincolnshire Architectural and 
Archaeological Society: Reports and Papers 9, part 1 (1961), p 39 and n 25. The possible WSM town book is in 
Bethlem Royal Hospital Archives Box 43, 'the Barkham Book': an edition is in the course of being edited for this 
website (January 2016). 
xx See Owen, 'The Levy Book of the Sea', p 39. See also below, note 36.  
xxi Calculations indicate that in these two accounts the acres given are as stated, and not according to the long 
hundred. 
xxii 2033a by modern reckoning. 
xxiii 1695a by modern reckoning. 
xxiv As the area subject to the levy covered all three parishes, filing was not straightforward. 
xxv 1800a by modern reckoning. 
xxvi See The work of the commission, and note 4 and note 54. Kirkus gives no detail about the responsibilities of 
the surveyors: Commissioners of Sewers, I, xxxv. 
xxvii Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, xxvii-viii. 
xxviii Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, xxxvii. 
xxix This summary refers only to the accounts transcribed for the project: Dikereeves' accounts_transcripts.pdf  
xxx DL 42/190 p.275. See also Wainfleet St Mary: summary, WSM 3. 
xxxi The 760a of later WSM accounts would raise only £8 at 2d per acre. 
xxxii Main site 2.5.1.1, citing TNA: DL 44/119. Both Wainfleets were said to have responsibilities for Lusdyke in 
1559-60: DL 42/190 p.275. 
xxxiii Above, note 19. 
xxxiv Kirkus, Commissioners of Sewers, I, pp xxxii, xxxv-vi - although presumably he was not in this case 'the 

dikereeve under another name'. 
xxxv Three windmills are known to have existed in Friskney in more recent times, although none seems to be 
recorded specifically at this date. The mill sited just south of the junction of Mill Lane and the Low Road, on the 
northern edge of the parish (and later known as Hoyle's Mill), is said to have been  built 'in the early 19th century 
using gearing and other items from a dismantled drainage mill': 
http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/visiting/windmills/other-windmills/east-lindsey/friskney-mill/101394.article (accessed 
28 Jan 2016). 
xxxvi Unusually, this account and that for WAS 1656-57 (next line) use the standard hundred of 100ac = 100. Most 
accounts are based on the long hundred (120 ac = 100): see Summary of dikereeves' accounts for WAS, WSM 
and FRS. It appears from a surviving acreage list for local parishes, probably c.1700, that the method of 
calculation used for individual parishes was not invariable; the basis of calculation might vary not only between 
parishes, but also for the same parish: LA Alford Sewers 23/28/1 in Dikereeves' acounts - transcripts.pdf. 
xxxvii IGS suggests an earlier date, c.1576. 
xxxviii The 'final 1d' may be an error: 46s (552d) for 138 falls would be 4d per fall. 
xxxix If not otherwise identified, this area might be shown on the WAS Enclosure Award of 1870, held at LA. 
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xl The area variously spelled as 'Dimyngdores', 'Dinnindores', 'Dunningdores' and 'Duning dores' was well to the 
west of the parish, but cannot be identified precisely from records consulted so far. 


